Effects of the sideslip angle on the wing kinematics and the aerodynamic forces and moments generated by the locusts were investigated in a low-speed wind tunnel. Three live locusts (Schistocerca americana) were tested at tunnel speeds of 0, 2, and 4 m/s at three body angles of attack (0˚, 3˚, and 7˚) and three sideslip angles (0˚, -10˚, and -20˚). A sensitive custom-built microbalance was used to measure the forces and moments. The balance was synchronized with high-speed video system recording the wing kinematics. It was observed that the nose down pitching moment increases with the angle of attack increase. This is an indication of active and/or passive mechanisms restoring the body orientation in the vertical plane and providing pitch stability of locusts. The side airflow generates a large side force and positive rolling moment. In response to the oncoming side wind, the locust executes larger-amplitude flapping motion on the windward wings. Changes in kinematic parameters of locust wings are similar to those observed in dragonfly during the right-turn maneuver. However, the yawing moment increases with the sideslip angle increase indicating yaw stability. This could be due to the weathercock stability, since about two thirds of locust's body length and legs lie behind its center of mass. [10] . A swarm of locusts can fly long distances riding prevailing winds. Their ability to maneuver quickly and correctly in such dense swarms is of great interest for engineering as it points to robust visuo-motor control mechanisms [11] . Furthermore, locusts possess in their brains collisionsensitive neurons that are involved in the generation of collision avoidance responses. Wing movements are central in the studies on insect flight as they generate the aerodynamic forces and moments required in these maneuvers. Great maneuverability and evidence of strong linkages between the wing movements and neural activity has inspired research across disciplines from neurobiology to robotics and aerodynamics. Therefore the main focus of this introduction is on the literature associated with the aerodynamics and kinematics of locusts.
NOMENCLATURE

INTRODUCTION
Over millions of years of their existence, insects have perfected the art of exploiting the unsteady air flows with their complex wing kinematics to attain phenomenal flying capabilities. Studying insect flight provides engineers with valuable knowledge applicable to aerial vehicles designs. Findings from research works on insect flight conducted over decades dwelling upon basic results, unsteady aerodynamics and various mechanisms of aerodynamic force can be found in references [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . The desert locust Schistocerca gregaria and the locust Schistocerca americana have attracted great amount of research because of their ability to fly efficiently for extended durations and their swarming capabilities. While swarming, millions of individuals may be spaced as little as 30 cm apart and rarely collide [10] . A swarm of locusts can fly long distances riding prevailing winds. Their ability to maneuver quickly and correctly in such dense swarms is of great interest for engineering as it points to robust visuo-motor control mechanisms [11] . Furthermore, locusts possess in their brains collisionsensitive neurons that are involved in the generation of collision avoidance responses. Wing movements are central in the studies on insect flight as they generate the aerodynamic forces and moments required in these maneuvers. Great maneuverability and evidence of strong linkages between the wing movements and neural activity has inspired research across disciplines from neurobiology to robotics and aerodynamics. Therefore the main focus of this introduction is on the literature associated with the aerodynamics and kinematics of locusts.
Jensen [12] conducted laborious empirical and analytical studies of desert locusts. Stroke-averaged lift and drag force measurements were conducted in the wind tunnel on locusts flapping their wings while tethered to a force balance. Simultaneously, time-resolved flapping wing kinematics was recorded by stroboscopic slow-motion films. In another experiment, forces were acquired on isolated wings stationary positioned in the wind tunnel boundary layer. By arranging wings at different angles of attack, the variations of steady lift and drag forces for entire flapping cycle were obtained. Drag polar diagrams were constructed for isolated stationary wings. High stall angle of about 25˚ exhibited by the hindwings was attributed to the flexibility of the posterior part (vannus) of the hindwing that gets curved by the wind. Combining drag polars with wing kinematic data, the quasi-steady aerodynamic forces were calculated for fifteen to twenty wing positions during one wing stroke. Then, the strokeaveraged lift and thrust were obtained and compared against those measured in tethered flight experiments. It was found that about 70% of the lift and the thrust are generated by the hindwings and about 80% of the lift is generated during down-stroke. Note that measurements and following analysis were confined to combinations of kinematic parameters at one point of the longitudinal axis of the wing, while a fixed variation of the parameters was maintained along the wing span.
In a later study, Cloupeau et al [13] measured instantaneous lift in locusts Schistocerca gregaria using a piezo-electric probe in order to compare them with the forces obtained by Jensen on the detached wings. The insect was mounted on the free end of the probe placed in an open test section of the wind tunnel. A samarium-cobalt micromagnet was cemented on the free end of the probe with its upper face making an angle of 7˚ with the horizontal. A thin soft iron disc was cemented permanently under the pterothoracic plastron of the insect.
Inertial and aerodynamic forces were also determined [13] . It was found that the amplitude of the inertial force was about half of the amplitude of the gross vertical force from the probe. Similar, study [12] found that the maximum lift occurred during the downstroke and the minimum lift during the upstroke. However unlike results obtained in [12] , the lift was negative during some part of the upstroke especially when forewing and hindwing lift values from [12] were added. The amplitude of lift variation through a cycle was far greater in [13] . Typical value of the relative amplitude defined as difference between maximum and minimum lift values normalized by the average lift, was found to be more than 3.5 (3.9) as against a lowly 1.1 (1.7) for a similar case obtained in [12] . The values inside the parenthesis are relative amplitude values computed by using insect's weight in place of average lift in the denominator. Jensen [12] obtained the lift cycle by adding quasi-steady lift values for the fore and hindwings. These amplitude differences were attributed to the unsteady aerodynamic effects unaccounted for in study [12] .
Wilkin [14] measured the instantaneous vertical force and horizontal force on a locust (Schistocerca gregaria) in steady flight in a wind tunnel. The instantaneous vertical aerodynamic force was similar in shape and magnitude to that previously reported by Cloupeau [13] , confirming that significant unsteady effects contribute to aerodynamic force production. The inertial components in the instantaneous forces were calculated from the wing movement. The instantaneous horizontal force was dominated by inertial forces due to the oscillating wing mass. However inertial forces calculated were not deemed reliable due to wing folding and the phase lag between the fore-and hindwings of the locust.
Weis-Fogh [15] , in a wind tunnel experiment on desert locust analyzed various wing stroke parameters and their relation to lift and thrust produced by the insect under well defined aerodynamic conditions. It was observed that in spite of large variations in lift, stroke parameters like stroke angle (amplitude of flapping), stroke-plane angle, middle position of the wing and the time-course of the flapping motion of the wing varied little or not at all. By analogy to variable-pitch propeller, variations in lift and thrust were related to wing twisting.
Taylor and Thomas [16] provided a formal quantitative analysis of dynamic stability in a flying animal. The parameters of the linearized equations of motion were calculated from the derivatives of the aerodynamic forces and moments with respect to attitude and the flight velocity of desert locusts in a wind tunnel. Three natural longitudinal modes of motion were identified: one stable subsidence (phugoid-like) mode, one unstable divergence mode, and one stable oscillatory mode with frequency roughly half the wingbeat frequency.
Taylor and Zbikowski [17] used instantaneous force-moment measurements on locusts (Schistocerca gregaria) to parameterize the non-linear rigid body equations of motion, resulting in a nonlinear time-periodic model, a proper mathematical generalization of an earlier linear-time invariant model of locust flight dynamics. A state-space analysis of this model revealed orbital trajectories that were never captured by the earlier linear time-invariant and nonlinear time-invariant models.
Insects effectively adjust kinematic parameters of their wings to maintain high lift and power output and attain an unprecedented maneuverability. The wing kinematics of insects mainly consists of flapping and pitching motions. The flapping motion is a rotation of the wing around the body axis, and the pitching motion is a rotation around the span axis of the wing. An accurate assessment of the effects of dynamic wing deformations on the aerodynamics of flapping wings requires an accurate understanding of the wing kinematics. Methods of high-speed video recording and photogrammetric reconstructions are widely used for problems related to flapping flight [18] [19] [20] [21] . They are known as direct linear transformation methods and are based on the central perspective projections.
A three-dimensional computational fluid dynamics simulation based on detailed wing kinematics recorded previously [20, 21] was undertaken by Young et al. [22] . The effects of wing topography and deformation was investigated, first by removing camber while keeping the same time-varying twist distribution, and second by removing camber and spanwise twist. The full-fidelity model achieved greater power economy than the uncambered model, which performed better than the untwisted model, showing that the details of insect wing topography and deformation were important aerodynamically.
In an experimental study, Kumar et al. [23] measured forces and moments on locust, Schistocerca americana, during visually evoked collision avoidance maneuvers in a low speed wind tunnel. The animals were mounted using a pylon on a sensitive six-component microbalance custom-designed for the experiments. Forces and moments were measured as a function of time during the simulated approach of a looming object and interpreted in the context of collision avoidance behaviors. The simulated approaching objects or looming stimuli presented from the side effectively evoked robust and discernible collision avoidance responses (Fig. 1) . Locusts attempted to avoid collision by either flying over or under the looming object, or alternatively by steering around it. These efforts appeared in the form of changes in aerodynamic forces and moments as a function of time. The locusts also increased the flapping frequency in response to the stimulus.
Insects, particularly locusts are very efficient long distance fliers with remarkable maneuverability and collision avoidance capabilities. Studying the design of these flying animals, especially their wing construction and kinematics therefore may provide valuable additional knowledge that is applicable to flapping-wing MAV design. Artificial wings were designed taking inspiration from tests on live locusts Schistocerca Americana, tested on two different types of wing actuation transmissions and the information was used in design of a radio-controlled flapping-wing MAV in a study by Kumar et al [24] . One of the transmissions closely mimicked the actuation of locust wing by providing both flapping as well as pitching motion of the wing. Aerodynamic forces on the locusts were measured using 6-component microbalance with simultaneous high speed video recordings of wing kinematics. Minimal root to tip variation in flapping amplitude and significant variation in pitching amplitude observed in the locust hind wings guided the design of artificial wings. Three artificial wings with approximately the same size, planform shape and sweep angle as that of a locust hindwing were designed. Chordwise stiffness was varied along the span while a relatively stiff leading edge spar was used for artificial wing construction resulting in a Rigid, a Semi-Flexible and a Flexible wing. The three artificial wings were tested first on a flapping-only transmission with a no-load flapping-amplitude of 85°. The artificial wings most efficient at generating thrust on this transmission were also tested on the pitching-flapping transmission having approximately the same no-load flapping amplitude and a noload pitching amplitude of about 60°. Below a flapping frequency of 19 Hz the Semi-Flexible artificial wings produced greater thrust on the pitching-flapping transmission, whereas above 19 Hz they produced greater thrust on the flapping transmission. The information on wing-actuation and chordwise-stiffness were incorporated in the design of a radio-controlled flapping-wing MAV with a flapping transmission and a 14 cm wingspan. Specifically, membrane-batten wings were built with a relatively stiff leading-edge spar and radially-oriented membrane-supporting spars. The wings flap at a frequency of 20-23 Hz during sustained flight at moderate throttle settings. The MAV has demonstrated an ability to withstand moderate winds; it has a mass of 8 grams, endurance in excess of two minutes and a cruise speed of about 3 m/s.
In another study, Wang et al. [25] made wing kinematic measurements on dragonflies using a projected comb-fringe technique during forward flight and turning maneuver. Remarkable right-left symmetry of the flapping angles was observed in forward flight. This symmetry however was absent during turning maneuvers. Results during a right turn show that the left forewing and hindwing flapped with amplitudes of about 65˚ and 50˚, respectively, whereas the right forewing and hindwing with about 50˚ and 35˚, respectively. As far as pitching angles are concerned, the left hindwing had about 20h igher pitching angle compared to right hindwing. The left forewing however showed about 20°lesser pitching angle compared to right forewing. They also recorded a positive camber deformation of the hindwing during the downstroke and a negative camber deformation during the upstroke which helped the wings generate greater lift during downstroke and thrust during upstroke respectively. They confirmed the effect of camber computationally by calculating the flow field over a cambered and uncambered thin airfoil.
Effect of crosswind on the aerodynamic responses of the butterflies was investigated by Albertani et al. [26] in an open test section low speed wind tunnel. They recorded the wing kinematics and the dynamic adaptation in butterflies in the shear layers roughly located at the imaginary side walls of the open test section and inside the core cross flow. More vigorous motion of wings and abdomen while crossing the shear-flow region and asymmetric flapping and sweeping motion of wings (increased on the leeward wing) were observed. This increased flapping and sweeping on the leeward wing was seen as an attempt to generate more thrust and to stabilize respectively against the crosswind. After entering the steady cross-wind beyond the shear layer, the motion of both wings, however was relatively symmetrical as the butterflies are in a relatively steady straight flight with a component against the wind tunnel flow.
How insects perform key lateral maneuvers in various conditions has attracted relatively lesser research attention. It therefore opens an area of research on lateral aerodynamics of flying insects, their stability and controls. The objective of the current study is to experimentally measure aerodynamic forces and moments generated by the locusts in sideslip conditions inside a wind tunnel and correlate them to the wing kinematics recorded. Stroke-averaged aerodynamic forces and moments along with the wing kinematic parameters are presented and discussed.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experiments were conducted in the University of Arizona low-speed wind tunnel. The experimental setup for the current study consists of a six-component microbalance, a LabVIEW-based dataacquisition system, two Phantom v9.1 high-speed video cameras, and locusts, Schistocerca americana. Figure 2 shows the open test section with the high-speed cameras and the pylon mounted on the microbalance housed inside a Plexiglas streamlining jacket.
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A. Force Measurements
Experiments on insects encounter very small forces and moments. A sensitive, custom-built 6-component microbalance was used in this study (Fig. 3) . It consists of a platform that rests through pins on three gram-force load cells for measuring normal force components; three more load cells are connected to the platform through wires along the horizontal directions to measure the thrust and the side force components. These load cells (Transducer Techniques, Model GSO-30) are capable of measuring forces as small as 2 mg. The balance has provisions to mount artificial flapping wings as well as insects. A bottom mounting pylon for insects was built for the present experiment using a carbon tube with a steel nail on the top and a threaded rod on the other end. The bottom end with the threaded rod slides snugly into a hole drilled on a small Plexiglas block, which is attached to the balance (Fig. 3) . The inclination of the drilled hole sets the pylon at an angle with the vertical axis, the same angle results between the free stream flow and the body of the locust, which is aligned with the micro-magnet attached to its pterothorax. A micro-magnet was glued at the top of the nail. The polarities of these magnets are arranged such that they attract each other when brought closer to each other. The balance is placed inside a Plexiglas jacket with ramps on upstream and downstream ends (Fig. 3) .
The coordinate systems used and the definition of aerodynamic forces and angles are shown in Fig. 4 . The forces and moments measured in the tunnel or balance coordinate system were transformed to stability coordinate system. The angle of attack, α, is the angle between the insect's body axis and the direction of the relative motion. The sideslip angle, β, is assigned to be positive when the y b -component of aircraft velocity relative to the surrounding air is positive [27] . In this study the insect was yawed clockwise such that its velocity relative to the surrounding air has a negative y b -component making the sideslip angle negative. Moments were resolved at the center of mass of each locust (also the origin of coordinate system), which was approximately estimated based on the study by Taylor and Thomas [16] . The center of mass is located at the midpoint of an approximately 2 mm wide slice perpendicular to longitudinal axis starting at the place where the femur of the insect meets the pterothorax (Fig. 4) . 
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B. Locusts
The adult locusts were selected and shipped from the laboratory colony at the Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, Texas. The locusts were tethered to the pylon using a pair of micro magnets (size: 6 mm × 3 mm × 1 mm). One of these magnets was cemented to the flat surface of the nail fixed to the top end of the pylon as shown in Fig. 5 . The second magnet was cemented to the locust's sternal sclerites forming the plastron of the pterothorax using cyanoacrylate adhesive. The animals were initially selected based on the condition of their wings and appendages. They were then tested for their readiness and stability of flight in the lab. The good flyers were then mounted on a pylon placed in front of a tabletop fan to further test their flight capabilities under restrained conditions. They were weighed before each experiment using a scale US Balance ® with the resolution of 10 mg. The body mass was measured before each experiment and the reference body mass is the overall average body mass. Reference body length was measured from the frons to the tip of the abdomen. The approximate location of the center of mass was measured from the magnet attached to the pterothorax. This center of mass for the individual locust was added to the length of the pylon while resolving moments at the center. The specifications for the locusts tested are given in Table 1 .
Volume 7 · Number 2 · 2015 A brief description of the morphological features of the locusts and the definition of sections for kinematic measurements is shown in Fig. 6 . Locusts have two sets of wings: fore and hind. Forewings are relatively tough; during terrestrial locomotion they provide a protective covering for the more delicate folded-in hindwings. Forewings are slightly longer, but hindwings have significantly greater planform area and play a more significant role in aerodynamic force production, accounting for approximately three-quarters of total lift and thrust [12] . Hindwings have multiple veins running throughout with longer veins running radially from the root of each wing toward its periphery. The space between veins is occupied by a transparent membrane. Smith et al. [28] found that the mean thickness of the membrane material in the remigium (anterior hindwing region) is 3.7±1.2 µm and for the anal fan (proximal posterior hindwing region) it is approximately 1.7±0.9 µm.
The hindwing is treated as having two distinct functional parts: the stiff anterior remigium, which lies anterior to the claval furrow (dashed line), and the posterior region, called the vannal fan, or vannus. The forewing is treated as comprising three functional parts: the anterior and posterior panels of the remigium, separated by the median flexion line, and the clavus, which lies posterior to the claval furrow.
Point-tracking markers were put on fore and hindwings such that the line joining the leading and the trailing edge markers could define a section (Fig. 6 ). Sections were formed using these markers at approximately 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1 of the wing length, b.
C. Wing Kinematics Measurements
Two Phantom v9.1 high-speed cameras were placed above the open test section overlooking the insect (Fig. 2) . Each camera is a 2 megapixel camera capable of filming at 150,000 fps (frames/second). The videos in the study were acquired at a resolution of 800 × 600 at a rate of 1000 fps. Each camera was placed inclined at about 20˚ with the vertical (roughly 40˚ with each other), when seen from front and at about 20˚ with the vertical, when seen from side, in order to be able to capture maximum number of frames of the flapping locust-wing.
Wing kinematics parameters were computed employing direct linear transformation method and software [19] . Camera calibration was performed using a set of 3D coordinates of a calibration specimen, providing relationships between orientation parameters of an image plane and an object space. After images are recorded, markers are point-tracked and digitized using tracking software [19] in order to determine their positions in 2D image planes. Using these data jointly with calibration parameters, 3D coordinates of point-tracking markers are obtained (Fig. 6) . Uncertainties in maximal angle measurements using this system are approximately ±0.7˚ [30] . Figure 7 illustrates the flapping wing kinematics with the help of the body-fixed frame, x B y B z B , and the wing frame, x w y w z w , attached to the stroke plane AOB [31] . The transformation from the body-fixed frame to the wing frame is achieved by two canonical rotations. The first rotation is about the y B -axis by the inclination angle, Θ, and the second about the z B -axis by the sweep angle, Λ.
The flapping angle, ϕ i , at a point i on the leading edge of the wing is defined as an angle between the projection of the y i -axis onto the stroke plane and the y B -axis (Fig. 7) . The y i -axis is defined by the vector Oi and the x i -axis is parallel to the x W -axis (Fig. 7) . The flapping angle is defined positive for clockwise and counterclockwise rotation about the x B -axis for the right and left wing, respectively. The local pitching angle (angle β Wi of i th section) was defined as the angle between the x i and the section ii′ joining the point i of the leading edge and the point i′ of the trailing edge. The section ii′ is parallel to the x W -axis (Fig. 7) . For the right wing the pitching angle is positive counterclockwise about the y i -axis, and for the left wing it is positive clockwise.
International Journal of Micro Air Vehicles Finally, the twist angle is defined as ∆ω = ∆β 0.75 -∆β 0.25 . Here, quantities ∆β 0.75 and ∆β 0.25 are the peak-to-peak amplitudes of pitching angle at sections 0.75b and 0.25b, respectively.
D. Data Acquisition System and Synchronization
The data-acquisition system consists of a National Instruments SCXI 1000 chassis housing a SCXI-1600 USB 16-bit digitizer module and an 8-channel strain gauge input module SCXI-1520 with addon terminal 1314. The SCXI-1600 module has the capability of scanning multiple channels at a high rate with programmable gain setting. The maximum rate depends on the number of channels to be scanned as per the relation: max. rate = 1/ (5 µs × number of channels).
The force data acquisition and the cameras were synchronized through the square wave TTL pulse generated using a manual trigger of Phantom video system. The force measurement program on the computer PC1 started little ahead of the video acquisition program on the computer PC2 started by the TTL pulse. The TTL pulse was diverted through the T-adapter to the terminal 1314 and acquired as the seventh channel in addition to the six channels acquiring loads from the balance (Fig. 8) . The moment, when cameras start recording videos, appears as a step in the data acquired in the seventh channel. Forces and moments corresponding to any flapping cycle recorded by cameras can therefore be traced with reference to the step.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES A. Microbalance calibration
The 6-component balance was calibrated by loading each load cell, which is effectively a full Wheatstone bridge, one by one and recording the strain output in mV/V. In order to account for the coupling among the load cells, the output was recorded from all the cells at each load. Load cells were loaded incrementally from a no-load condition to about 10 g and then unloaded in the same steps all the way back to the no-load condition. Loading in the thrust direction was done by applying stepwise horizontal loads at the top of the flapping-pitching mechanism. Since the minimum loads expected during the experiments are of the order of few milligrams, loads of 2.2 mg, 3.8 mg, 10 mg, and 20 mg were used on the lower end of the calibration cycle. Calibration results revealed that the coupling among the load cells was minimal, resulting in relatively small off-diagonal elements in the 6×6 coefficient matrix. Typical calibration results for the six load cells corresponding to diagonal elements of the coefficient matrix are described here. The best-fit lines and correlation coefficients, R, were computed, while standard deviation, σ, and hysteresis, e, was computed as a percentage of the full output scale as described by Figliola and Beasley [32] . The correlation coefficient for the six load cells was 0.9998 < R < 1.0, the hysteresis percentage 0.242% < e < 0.535%, and standard deviation 0.0177 g < σ < 0.0193 g.
Temperature-induced changes in resistance in a Wheatstone bridge circuit can result in an output signal indistinguishable from that produced by the loads being measured. The signal conditioner and the rest of the data-acquisition circuits can also be affected by the temperature and become an additional source of this instability. The instability in strain gauging is known as zero drift, which is a random deviation in the signal, when the loading conditions are stationary. The initial offset voltage from each load cell in the unloaded condition was acquired and recorded after every 30 minutes over a period of 3 hours. The percentage variation in the offset voltage in all the load cells was calculated. The worst variation over the period was about 1%, which is acceptable considering the fact that the typical runtime is about 30 seconds.
B. Experimental methods
Tests were conducted in the low-speed wind tunnel. Three adult locusts were tested at the free stream velocities of 0, 2 and 4 m/s at three body angles of attack of 0˚, 3˚, and 7˚. Sideslip angles of 0˚, -10˚, and -20˚ were tested at each angle of attack and velocity combination. Aerodynamic forces and moments were acquired along with simultaneous high-speed video recordings of the flapping wings in order to capture the wing kinematics. Experiments were conducted over several weeks at tunnel temperatures of 23°±2°. The animals occasionally tried to grab the pylon and tried to escape from the tether, displaying pronounced deflection of the abdomen associated with avoidance maneuvers [33] .
Once the locust settled into steady flight, data were acquired for 20 s at a sampling frequency of 1000 samples/s, although it was not always possible to get a 20 s flight, especially at no-wind condition. The analog outputs were averaged over 5000 samples. The nulling data were acquired under no-wind conditions after mounting the locust, importantly, while it is in still condition. At each configuration, tare measurements were taken without a locust and these results were subtracted from the results obtained with the locusts. The time series of the raw voltages was refined by applying filters to remove the noise and subsequently forces and moments were computed using the calibration coefficient matrix.
The raw data was contaminated with frequency components unrelated to the animal's movements, in fact coming from the mechanical vibrations of the balance and base. Dynamic response of a machine or structure can be determined by experimental modal analysis, which involves measuring its responses to vibration and using the information to identify its dynamic properties like modal frequencies, mode shapes, etc. The analysis involving free vibration test was carried out on the balance to determine frequencies contaminating the signal. The balance was modeled as a single degree of freedom springmass system with the platform and pylon acting as the mass. An impact load was applied at the top of the pylon and the responses from the load cells were recorded at no-wind condition. The mass of the spring mass system was varied from basic 56 g to 72 g and 88 g by placing additional mass on the platform. Frequency spectra of the responses were obtained through FFT analysis. The six load cells recorded natural frequencies in the range 13-15 Hz and this range shifted to about 12.8-13.2 Hz confirming roughly the relation for a simple spring-mass system. This fundamental frequency however was weak in all the load cells. However the second and the sixth harmonics were significant as shown in Fig. 9 , where typical spectra from one of the vertical load cell (LC1) and another of horizontal load measuring cell (LC4) are presented along with results from the vibration test.
These frequencies from the balance structure were filtered out using the filter functions in MATLAB. A 10 th order Butterworth low-pass filter with cutoff frequency, f c = 3×f f (where f f is the flapping frequency) was first used to trim the raw data and then a 10 th order Butterworth band-stop filter was used to remove the second harmonic of the natural frequency of the balance vibration contaminating the raw signal. Since the flapping frequency is typically about 20 Hz, the sixth harmonic of the balance vibration frequency was removed by the low pass filter.
A low pass filter permits frequencies below a prescribed cutoff frequency to pass while blocking the passage of frequencies above the cutoff frequency, f c . Similarly a high-pass filter permits only frequencies above the cutoff frequency to pass. A band-stop filter has the same effect as a low-pass filter and a high-pass filter placed together in the same order. It permits the passage of all the frequencies except those within a band which is called the stopband. A sharp cut-off of ideal filter cannot be realized in a practical filter. All filter response curves contain a transition band over which the magnitude ratio f ∝ m 1 decreases relative to the frequency. This rate of transition is known as filter roll-off, usually specified in the units of dB/decade. The roll-off slope of a filter can be improved by increasing the order of the filter [30] .
A 10 th order filter approaches close to the ideal filter and had negligible effect on the passband frequencies falling close to the cutoff frequencies. On the basis of this trial-based observation, the orders of the low-pass and band-stop filters used were set at 10 th order. The quality of the signals considerably improved as is evident from Figs. 10 and 11. The raw frequency spectra and the filtered spectra in two of the representative load cells for one typical run of locust 1 at velocity, U = 4 m/s, α = 7˚ and β = 0˚ are compared in Fig. 10 . The effect of filtering process is shown in Fig. 11 , where a typical time series of the lift and thrust are displayed over an interval of about 0.3 s before and after filtering. A discernible rhythmic pattern of the forces related to the wing beat cycle emerges in the filtered traces unlike in the noisy raw data.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Current paper aims at studying the kinematics and aerodynamics responses of locusts in sideslip. Force measurements were taken simultaneously with high-speed video recordings. The effects of wind speed, body angle of attack and sideslip angle on the wing kinematics and the aerodynamic forces and moments have been discussed. The stroke-averaged results are described in relative form, where forces and moments have been normalized by body weight and a product of body weight and reference body length, respectively. Wherever possible, digitized results from published literature have been compared.
A. Variations of aerodynamic forces and moments
In order to investigate the effects of varying wind tunnel speed on the aerodynamic performance of locusts, tests were conducted at tunnel velocities of 0, 2, and 4 m/s by keeping the angle of attack, α = 7˚, and the sideslip angle, β = 0˚. The results are presented in Fig. 12 with forces in the top row and moments in the bottom row. The results in the present paper agreed well with the published results by Taylor and Thomas [16] . They were obtained on desert locusts Schistocerca gregaria at the same angle of attack of 7˚ and can be seen in Fig. 12 for the locust of a mass of 1.42 g ("green").
Lift increases with velocity for all three locusts. None of them, however, generated lift force in excess of its weight as none crossed L r = 1 line representing the condition when lift equals weight. Similar observations were made by Taylor and Thomas as well [16] . The relative horizontal force, X r , is a thrust force minus a drag of locust's body and legs. At low velocities the thrust is greater than the drag. Therefore, a horizontal force X r becomes positive as seen in the figure. It decreases with a velocity increase from a positive value at low velocities to increasingly negative values at higher speeds.
At low velocities the pitching moment is positive rotating locust's nose upward. The locusts exhibited nose down pitching tendency with increasing velocity. Perhaps they attempted to fly faster to keep up with increasing speed by tilting the force vector forward.
Note that a positive slope of the lift and negative slopes of the horizontal force and pitching moment from the present study are consistent with results obtained in [16] .
Ideally, in the absence of sideslip angle there should be no side force, rolling and yawing moments. Velocity has very little effect on them and remains close to zero with a velocity increase. These small values seen in Fig. 12 could be due to minor misalignments in locusts and balance.
Next, the effects of variation of angle of attack on the aerodynamic forces and moments were studied. The locusts were tested at the wind tunnel velocity, U = 4 m/s, the sideslip angle, β = 0˚, and three angles of attack, α = 0˚, 3˚ and 7˚. The results are presented in Each insect generated greater lift at higher angle of attack as expected. All three generated a negative horizontal force at all the angles of attack indicating a larger drag force of body and legs than the thrust generated by flapping wings.
All three locusts had negative pitching moment for all the angles of attack. This nose down pitching is generally associated with insect's efforts to accelerate by tilting the normal force vector forward.
The averaged pitching moment over the three locusts decreases with the angle of attack increase. Likewise, negative partial derivatives of the pitching moment with respect to the body angle of attack were obtained in [16] as well. This result indicates a presence of active and/or passive mechanisms in locust wings restoring the body orientation with the angle of attack increase.
Variations of the aerodynamic forces and moments with a sideslip angle, β , at the speed of 4 m/s and an angle of attack of 7˚, are presented in Fig. 14. Lift showed a mild tendency to increase with sideslip angle increase. The net horizontal force, X r , decreases with sideslip angle due to an increase of the frontal area of the locust facing the relative wind. This would cause higher drag and therefore decrease in the net horizontal force, which effectively is the thrust minus drag of locust's body and legs. Side force also increases as the magnitude of the sideslip angle increase, as expected too.
As seen in Fig. 14 , the locusts attempt to roll away from the wind with the sideslip angle increase in magnitude. This is expected as the left wings would be flapping against the oncoming wind during the down-stroke thus generating more lift compared to right side wings. This differential lift is the likely agent to cause a positive rolling moment. Pitching moment also showed a rising trend with increase in sideslip magnitude indicating that the locust has a nose up tendency at sideslip.
The restoring yawing moment increases with the sideslip angle increase indicating yaw stability. This could be due to the weathercock stability taking place irrespective of the locust's efforts since about two thirds of its body length lies behind its center of mass (see Fig. 6 ). 
B. Kinematics of locust wings
In the following, wing kinematics results and correlation with the aerodynamic forces and moments are presented for the locust 2. The stroke plane inclination angle, Θ, and the sweep angle, Λ, are given in Table 2 . For the symmetrical test conditions (β = 0˚), right and left fore-and hind wings are placed approximately symmetrically with respect to the vertical plane. The sweep angles are smaller than inclination angles in forewings and the other way around in hindwings.
There are substantial changes in stroke plane orientation in all wings in the sideslip test at β = −20˚. The inclination and sweep angles increase by about two times in the right forewing. The inclination angles in both hindwings symmetrically increase by about 18%. The sweep angle decreases in the left hindwing, but increases in the right hindwing. Thus, under the sideslip condition the stroke planes in all wings turn in the direction opposite to the direction of the angle of the sideslip.
Volume 7 · Number 2 · 2015 Table 2 . Stroke plane angles in the locust 2 (U = 4 m/s, α = 7°).
Time histories were determined at sections 0.25b, 0.5b, 0.75b, and 1b for flapping angles and at sections 0.25b, 0.5b, 0.75b for pitching angles. Since the fourth spanwise location is the wingtip, it only gives flapping angle, but no pitching angle as it needs two chordwise points.
For the no-sideslip condition, the flapping and pitching angle time histories were recorded in wings of locust 2 at α = 7˚ and U = 4 m/s and presented in Figs. 15 and 16 for fore-and hindwings, respectively. Flapping and pitching angle amplitudes at the middle section along with the twist angle are given in Table 3 .
The peak-to-peak amplitudes of flapping angle are 64˚ and 68˚ for the left and right forewings, respectively. There is a significant asymmetry in pitching amplitudes for the left and right forewings, 41˚ and 64˚, respectively. The latter difference may be attributed to individual features of the locust's wings and body or its behavior. Also, the time histories of kinematic parameters in the performed tests were recorded only over one stroke and stroke-by-stroke statistics are not available.
The flapping and pitching angles for the left and right hindwings are more symmetrical. Amplitudes of flapping angle at the section 0.5b for the left and right hindwings are 84˚ and 83˚, respectively. Similarly the left and the right hindwings pitched with amplitudes of 77˚ and 73˚. The near symmetric flapping motion of locust wings, except for the pitching angles in forewings, at no-sideslip conditions do not generate any significant side force, yawing or rolling moments, as evident from Fig. 12 .
In the forewings, there is about 10˚ increase in flapping angle from the root to tip throughout the down stroke. This means that the forewings bend considerably towards the tip. Interestingly, hindwings seem to be much stiffer in bending along the leading edge as there is very small root-to-tip increase in flapping angle of about 3˚, a piece of information that can be used while designing wings for a flapping wing MAVs. In contrast, forewings are stiffer in torsion. Twist angles in forewings are more than 40% smaller than in hindwings (see Table 3 ). For the experiments with the sideslip angle β = -20˚, the wing kinematics parameters of the foreand hindwings of the locust 2 at α = 7˚ and U = 4 m/s are presented in Figs. 17 and 18 , respectively. Flapping and pitching angle amplitudes at the middle section along with the twist angle are presented in Table 4 .
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Larger values of the maximum flapping angles seen in Fig. 17 on the left forewing are attributed to the oncoming side-wind directly encountered by the left wings. The left forewing flapped at the amplitude of 102˚, which is by 20˚ larger than its right hand counterpart (Table 4) . It also flapped with 38˚ larger amplitude than in no-sideslip case. The pitching angle amplitude in the left forewing measured at section 0.5b is 62˚, which is smaller by 14˚ than the right forewing, but higher by 21˚ than in the left forewing at no-sideslip.
Again, due to the oncoming side-wind effect on the left wings, the left hindwing flapped at 119˚, which is 30˚ larger amplitude compared to the right hindwing (Table 4) .
Due to their larger area, the hindwings are the major contributors to the aerodynamic forces and moments generated by the locust accounting for about 75% [12] . Larger flapping angles in left foreand hindwings are likely to cause extra lift compared to the right hand side wings. As seen in Fig. 14 , the total lift generated by the locust 2 increases with the sideslip. The differential lift would also result in a positive rolling moment, which is confirmed in Fig. 14 , where the locust has generated a large positive rolling moment at β = -20˚.
During the test, the locust stretched its right hind leg outwards and stopped the right hindwing from moving naturally. This affected the pitching motion of the wing rendering pitching angle values between t/τ = 0.55 to 0.8 unreliable. These values in that range therefore have been excluded (see Fig.  18 ), and the pitching amplitude for the right hindwing cannot be reliably determined. For β = -20˚, the pitching amplitudes on the left and right wings seem very close to each other. They are about 8°higher than those in the no-sideslip experiments.
The trends in kinematics of locust wings under the sideslip conditions described above are very similar to those observed in dragonfly during the right turn maneuver [25] . These sideslip kinematics results can therefore be interpreted as the locust's attempt to turn right, away from the oncoming side wind and can be used while designing flapping wing MAVs. However, the yawing moment increases with the sideslip angle increase indicating yaw stability (see discussion to Fig. 14) .
The forewings, much like the β = 0˚ case, show considerable root-to-tip variations in the flapping amplitude during downstroke. In case of hindwings, an extra root-to-tip bending of about 4˚ on left wing compared to right hindwing can be seen. This extra root-to-tip bending on left wings is possibly because of the left wings facing the wind at sideslip conditions. Interestingly, twist angles in left wings are significantly higher at sideslip, while twist angles in right wings remain about the same as for the no-sideslip test (see Tables 3 and 4) .
For the sideslip conditions, the projection of the wind velocity vector on the direction normal to the locust body creates a side airflow seen by the locust from the left. This airflow generates a large side force towards right and large positive rolling moment. In response to the oncoming side wind, the locust executes larger flapping motion on the left wings compared to the no-sideslip. Changes in kinematics of the left wings cause further increase of the side force and rolling moment. It also increases the lift force. These changes are evident from Fig. 14. International Journal of Micro Air Vehicles angle (φ) compared to the right wing. They are at about 77.5˚ and 41˚ respectively measured at section 0.5b. The bottom picture taken at t/τ = 0.803 are roughly at the end of the downstroke. Here the left hind wing is at slightly higher flapping angle compared to the right hind wings, though it is hard to judge from the pictures. The left wing is at φ ≈ -41.6˚ and the right wing at φ ≈ -47°.
CONCLUSIONS
Force measurements synchronized with high-speed video recordings were carried out on three live locusts. Three angles of attack, three freestream velocities, and three sideslip angles were tested in order to see their effects on the aerodynamics and kinematics of locust flight. Forces and moments have been normalized by body weight and a product of body weight and reference body length, respectively in order to get the non-dimensional (relative) form. The coherent pattern of results from three arbitrarily chosen animals validates the normalization using their physical dimensions and weight. It was observed that the lift increases with the angle of attack and wind tunnel velocity increase. Interestingly none of locusts in any of the cases generated lift equal to or in excess of its body weight. Similar observations were reported by other researchers.
The locusts exhibited nose down pitching tendency with increasing velocity, perhaps they attempted to fly faster to keep up with increasing speed and in the process attempted to tilt the lift vector forward causing a nose down pitching moment. The nose down pitching moment increases with the angle of attack increase. This is an indication of active and/or passive mechanisms in locust wings restoring the body orientation in the vertical plane providing pitch stability of locusts. For the sideslip conditions, the projection of the wind velocity vector on the direction normal to the locust body creates a side airflow seen by the locust from the left. This airflow generates a large side force towards right and large positive rolling moment. Sideslip also caused a mild increase in the lift and a decrease in a horizontal force (meaning increase in drag) as more frontal area at sideslip causes more drag.
In response to the oncoming side wind, the locust rotates stroke planes in all wings away from the wind and executes larger-amplitude flapping motion on the windward wings. Twist angles in windward wings increase with the sideslip increase, while twist angles in leeward wings remain about the same as in the no-sideslip conditions. Changes in the windward wings cause further increase of the side force and rolling moment as well as the lift force.
The flapping angles on the hindwings that generate about three fourths of the aerodynamic forces were measured using markers along the leading edge veins. The negligible root to tip variation in flapping angle, which is by and large maintained on windward wing in sideslip indicates a leading edge very stiff in bending. This information can be used while designing wings for flapping wing micro air vehicles.
Observed changes in kinematics of locust wings under the sideslip conditions are similar to those observed in dragonfly during the right turn maneuver. These results can be interpreted as locust's intent to turn right, namely away from the direction of the side wind. The windward hindwing flaps and pitches with larger amplitudes thereby generates the differential aerodynamic forces and moments required for turning maneuvers, a feature that can be incorporated in a flapping wing micro air vehicle design.
The restoring yawing moment increases with the sideslip angle increase indicating yaw stability. This could be due to the weathercock stability taking place irrespective of the locust's efforts since about two thirds of its body length and legs lie behind its center of mass.
